
My name is Phil Clarke. I am a Theatre teacher in Beijing and 
I have been an active member of ISTA for 25 years. 
 
Right now I am on day 25 of campus closure due to the outbreak of Coronavirus in China and
beyond. I would like to share how difficult the closure has been for myself, my students and my
family over the past weeks. But the truth is, I can’t. I was outside the country on Chinese New
Year vacation when movement restrictions started and like many colleagues I chose to return to
my ‘home country’ and city, Adelaide, Australia. For those of you who know Adelaide you may
also know that it is home to the biggest arts festival in the southern hemisphere and it is
happening right now! So my professional development is wonderful as well as the fact that it is
late summer weather and the beach is nearby! Not feeling too sorry for myself. So I will confine
my comments to the online learning experience for me, the school and my students.
 
Right now we have no idea when the campus in Beijing will be open again. So over the past
weeks we have settled into a routine that has become ‘the new normal’.
 
The day typically starts early with responses to emails I received overnight from students and
colleagues. Our school has not closed but the campus is unavailable due to government
restrictions which, quite wisely, the school supports. Class schedules are as normal and we
deliver lessons on our existing timetable. Documenting the day’s lessons takes between one and
two hours and then I post to classes.
 
We remain online and available during scheduled lesson time for support. Given time
differences, the day finishes around 6:00pm. 

PHIL CLARKE

 
Teacher at Beijing City International School
Beijing, People’s Republic of China
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FINDING OUR WAY
Life and teaching Drama amidst the Coronavirus crisis 

TIME THOUGH, HAS BECOME PRETTY FLEXIBLE AS STUDENTS

AND COLLEAGUES ARE SCATTERED ACROSS THE REGION AND

BEYOND AND WE HAVE FOUND THAT STUDENTS CARVE THEIR

OWN PATH AND SCHEDULE THROUGH THE WORK.



Very quickly we realised that this plethora of great resources was, while wonderful, confusing for
teachers, parents and students. In response have we have become more unified and consistent
while keeping it simple and using platforms that are most effective. For me that is email, WeChat,
shared Word documents and Zoom meetings.
 
Zoom has become more and more the preferred app for live one on one conferencing with
students and colleagues. Given our situation it offers great flexibility. Our school held a whole
school staff meeting with 162 staff over five continents. This was a pivotal moment for many, as
staff realised that we are still a community, laughing and sharing together. The app also lets one
talk and see students face to face while sharing screens and drawings, record meetings, sharing
docs and note taking. It is like the app has been made for our situation.
 
Our school has been an incredible support with admin posting online updates, listening and
responding. They have provided generous personal support with checkups from team leaders and
curriculum coordinators. The school has been generous with financial support where needed and
technological support that has been beyond excellent. No day goes by without multiple contacts
from colleagues. It feels good to be in this community. We are close and perhaps we value each
other even more given this experience.
 
 
 
 
 
Online learning, by its nature, has taken the focus away from me, the teacher and given greater
control to the students. This is taking some adjustment for all of us. 
 
We now find ourselves in an environment where ‘natural’ communication flow is to an extent
limited and instruction, whether by written tasks or video message, is paramount to
understanding. Consequently the way I set up exercises and think about activity structures and
scaffolding, wording and details has changed enormously. I can’t fall back to the tried and true.
I'm learning to be concise (not a natural gift for me), direct, choose good models and support with
backup questions. It sounds like good practice. But online practice demands it.
 

Digital Theatre Plus (Albeit with connection issues outside the campus)
Email
Managebac
Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Stream
Padlet
Shared Word documents
The school’s online Office365 resources
Trello
Wechat
YouTube
Zoom
And then some.
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Online platforms are abundant as are fantastic resources. Our staff use:

PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY I FEEL I HAVE LEARNED MUCH OVER

THE PAST MONTH. I AM A PRETTY CONFIDENT TEACHER WITH LOTS OF

EXPERIENCE BUT THIS SITUATION HAS SHIFTED MY PERSPECTIVE.
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IT 'S  NICE  TO  NOT  FEEL  ALONE .

I have been troubled sometimes by mixed engagement from some students but great support
has been provided by admin, curriculum coordinators, counsellors and parents to help students
adjust to our new way of working. Students are producing creative work. They screenshot, write,
use video and collaborate on tasks. One remarkable pair of Grade 6 students separated by space
and time, chose to work together on a task. They recorded media in their home, sent it to each
other and edited their remote interactions together into one performance that appeared like the
students were in the same room. It says a lot about how the tools we have can bring us together
and how our students are feeling right now.
 
My Grade 12 students are midway through the collaborative project assessment as part of their
IB and school diploma studies. This has produced unique challenges that they are coping with as
best they can through Zoom, online docs and chats and holding their breath until we can be
together again. We await a response from the IB with respect to this tricky situation but know
that we are not alone in this situation.
 
It is interesting that much of the work students are presenting is informed by their current
circumstance. 

The last few weeks have not been without disappointment. We have what we think is a great Arts
department and were excited about our upcoming projects across all year levels. Day by day the
prospect of planned music and productions seem less viable. Sports and other community and
student led events have been (quite rightly) curtailed. Our planned trip to the New Delhi ISTA
festival has been cancelled. These events are part of the glue that holds us together and are
highlights of our year. As the days go by we are actively thinking of how we might fill those gaps.
 
It's great to know that what we do as drama teachers still has an important role under our
current position. I am glad we can provide it. Beijing has a remarkable community of drama and
theatre teachers who actively share and in the past few weeks they have been a wonderful and
comforting resource. Special thanks to Hannah Northcott for her input and enthusiasm. Thanks
too to the ISTA community for reaching out and sharing. 
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STUDENTS  HAVE  A  VOICE  AND  WANT  TO  SHARE  THEIR

WORLD  AND  SITUATION .  THEY  ARE  LONELY ,  SOMEWHAT

STRESSED  AND  MISSING  THEIR  FRIENDS  –  

AND  I  MISS  THEM  TOO .


